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(Not) Drawing on Site
Drawings travel from the studio table to the construction site. 
These documents contain all the information and knowledge 
about a fragment of the building; we wish to pass this information 
on to the builder. They become “letters” where we have drawn 
and written down all our visual ideas on a very specific matter. 
The precise definition of the geometry is fundamental. This is a 
job done in the studio, and it requires great patience.

By precisely defining, with geometric rules, the constructive ele-
ments, one minimizes the possibility of the craftsmen working on 
the construction making their own inventions or interpretations. 

With these drawings, plans with the necessary measurements, 
we help to layout things on site. We bring out strings, rulers, 
triangles, make compasses, in order to draw the project with the 
same level of precision as in the studio tables. The measuring 
and drawing tools that are used on the construction are equiva-
lent to the ones we used in the studio. 

But there is another type of drawing that we seek to avoid at the 
site. We refer to the spontaneous drawing, designed to resolve 
problems that arise on a daily basis during the construction. We 
try to avoid coming up with direct and instantaneous solutions, 
because we worry that in these immediate answers we lose sight 
of the overarching vision of the project.

Many answers exist for the same building problem. It is therefore 
essential to bring problems to the studio and to draw them care-
fully, seeing them within the context of the entire project. In this 
way we avoid the situation in which an immediate, correct and 
successfully implemented solution in itself ends up taking away 
from the overall idea of the project. 

Therefore, some drawings, but not all, need to be done on site.
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This open model shows that the work is focused on the edges, the walls and roofs, altering the holes as it moves from the out-
side inward. The hole is deformed and stretched out in volumes that contain the exhibition and the light at the same time. These 
represent a change of scale and dimension of the window, a resonance of the light contained in some chambers.

The work at the edges also expands the inside toward the outside. Each hole produces a twofold effect, both defining what will 
happen on one side of the wall and on the other: an equivalent space, a reflection of the inside, appears on the outside, in the 
sunlight. Walls and roof then have two sides, generating a resonance of the museum’s presence within its immediate surround-
ings, in the small neighborhood streets.
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Hardly any difference exists between the state of the ruin caused 
by time and that caused by demolition, both types hurt the building, 
although demolition takes less time, a process of decay compressed 
in time. Throughout the rehabilitation project there is a moment of 
demolition: progress is made by destroying before rebuilding. Initial 
 demolitions found a hidden construction that led to changes in the 
initial project design.
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